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Introduction
• Canterbury (NZ) water supply & quality a challenge

• Region has a problem!

• Leaky soils allowing too much N and other pollutants to waterways.

• The RC response has been to limit allowable amounts of ‘N to 
water’. This has reduced the feasibility of cow dairying.

• 2018 - 60,000ha of new irrigated scheme but has an annual costs of 
$1,000 per ha plus set up costs ($2,000+ per ha) plus other schemes 
as well. 

• Conventional sheep farming – meat & wool volatile / unprofitable

• Options for profitability?
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Introduction
• Sheep dairy has gained a profile and growing

• Offers potentially good returns

Plus

• Has a low environmental footprint (less than 15kg N 
compared to cow dairying-28kgs to 50kgs+ )

• But little work looking at feasibility of S/D in New Zealand 
conditions
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Research questions
1. Is sheep dairying economically viable; can it compete 

with cow dairy systems?
2. Does sheep dairying offer a lower environmental 

footprint?
3. Does sheep dairying offer other benefits for farm 

businesses, farm owners, managers and staff, 
communities and consumers that make all the 
interconnected parts of the dairy value chain more 
resilient and sustainable?
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Methodology

Literature Review / interviews industry stakeholders
Desktop comparative analysis of three farming systems through 
a desk top analysis:

1. Dryland sheep farm
2. Irrigated cow dairy farm
3. Irrigated sheep dairy farm

Participant research project findings Charing Cross Sheep Dairy 
(CCSD) 
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CCSD 
200 ewes
Lambs reared 
on mothers  35 
days
Lambs sold
Ewes lactate 
200 days
(September –
March 20th)
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Findings
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Conv. Sheep milking outputs
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Capital employed (millions)
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Return on Capital
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Lamb rearing system choices impact 
on profitability

• Extensive international body of literature – not necessarily 
applicable to NZ

• NZ = 25000 ewes currently being farmed annually & high 
interest in sheep dairying 

• But virtually no NZ-centric literature to inform farmer 
decision making

• Project conceived



https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/farming/74310605/null



Figure 1: Ewes able to be carried

Figure  2: Litres milk for sale



So.. 
• Artificial rearing offers better 

economics – milk and lambs.

• But little account has been taken  for 
labour and quality of lambs – high 
variability possible.

• Euthanising not an option personally.

• 33% of income from non-milk sources 
= less risk??

Comparative  Profitability



Limitations of study 

• Early days
• Field trials needed
• Availability of Landcorp and AntaraAg farms experiences 

and lamb rearing results important 
• Discussion with farmers as to their experiences, 

perceptions of system viability and on farm 
implementation
• Labour inputs not considered 
• Much more research needed!



Thank you for listening 
Any questions?





Further information



Range of assumptions 
underpinning the scenarios

•All systems based on a pasture-based, irrigated 200 hectare 
property  which is what would be realistic for a commercial sheep 
dairy farm in Canterbury

• Eg pasture produced = 11,712kgs DM per ha (Irrigated)
•Pasture covers kept between 1,000kgDM per ha and 3,000 kgsDM
per ha with opening and closing balances equal.

•Bought in supplements fed through shed 220 grms per ewe
•All variable costs for animals and baleage etc accounted for and a 
$400 per ha fixed cost.



• Ewes achieving 170% lambing 
• Ewe liveweights, from 2th onwards were assumed to average 66kgs 

over the year with variations to feed demand coming from 
pregnancy and lactation demands. 

• Hoggets carried 378 as ewe replacements plus 22 rams 
• Hogget lambing - 85%
• Each scenario incorporates hogget mating, however; hoggets are 

not included in any of the milking flocks 
• Wool financial returns were considered to be zero, i.e. returns from 

wool simply matching costs



• Milking period = 200 days 
• Ewe milk production assumed at an  average of 1.03 

litres/milk/day (annual per head production of 200kg MS) 
• Payment for milk - $2 per litre of milk delivered (Griffiths, 2014). 
• After deducting $50 per head rearing costs (Beef +Lamb NZ, 2011) 

for lambs reared (not hoggets lambs) the average return from 
lambs was $95 for surplus ewe lambs, $50 for male lambs. 

• Hogget lambs valued at $100 per head, with cull ewes remaining 
at $85.





Findings










